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Abstract

This paper demonstrates why security issues related to
the continually increasing bandwidth of High Speed Net-
works (HSN) cannot be addressed with conventional fire-
wall mechanisms. A single packet screen running on a fast
computer is not capable of filtering all packets traversing
a Fast/Gigabit Ethernet. This problem can be addressed
by using parallel processing methods to implement a fast,
scalable packet screen for Ethernets. The paper shows how
hardware may be utilized to distribute the network load
among such parallel packet screens. Empirical results us-
ing ‘off–the–shelf ’ equipment indicate that this approach is
usable.

1. Introduction

Firewalls are a widely employed mechanism for protect-
ing networks from unauthorized access. They implement
access control and audit functions at the interface between
two or more networks with different security levels, thus
enforcing a security policy.

Packet screens are simple building blocks for firewalls
which allow packet based access control by checking the
packet headers against filter rules. Access to hosts, net-
works, or services is usually controlled using a set of rules
based on IP addresses, UDP/TCP ports, TCP flags, and
network interfaces. Rules often include a component in-
dicating which action is to be taken, should a packet be in
contravention of the aforementioned rules. Based on this
check, a packet may be either discarded, forwarded, or redi-
rected [1].

The ‘typical’ topology of two networks connected via
a packet screen is investigated in section 2. Performance

* This work was funded by the DFN-Verein (Association for the promo-
tion of a German Research Network) and Deutsche Telekom under project
number: DT10.

measurements of typical activity show that a single work-
station is not able to process the full traffic bandwidth in a
high speed network (HSN), such as Fast Ethernet or ATM.
The packet filter is therefore more than likely to represent a
bottleneck to traffic in fast scaling networks with increasing
bandwidth.

Section 3 presents parallel processing as a way to im-
prove the overall throughput of a packet screen. Network
equipment (e.g., hubs and switches) is used to distribute the
load over the parallel devices. A simple algorithm allowing
the packet filtering load to be shared among a number of
parallel devices is introduced in section 4. Measurements
of the prototype implementation show a significant increase
in filtering performance. Some performance results are dis-
cussed in section 5. Moreover, the prototype can be adapted
to full duplex Fast Ethernet networks (see section 6). Sec-
tion 7 provides information regarding the reliability of the
parallel packet screen.

Section 8 concludes with a discussion of open issues and
ongoing improvements.

2. Firewall Topology

Figure 1 shows a simple setup of two IP networks sepa-
rated by a single packet screen. All packets sent from one
network to the other must pass through the packet screen.
This applies the preconfigured filter rules when processing
the packets. All filter rules are usually applied to the pack-
ets sequentially (in exactly the same order as they were con-
figured). The load on the packet screen therefore not only
depends on the number of packets arriving, but also on the
number and order of the configured filter rules associated
with each network interface.

In a high speed environment (Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Eth-
ernet, or ATM) the single packet screen becomes a bottle-
neck for the communication between the individual separate
networks [4]. Whereas, with typical packet sizes of 200–
500 bytes, the throughput of the packet screen represents
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the limiting factor, for large packet sizes a single packet
screen may operate at wire speed. Applications often do
not fully utilize the facilities available, ‘preferring’ to send
smaller packets than the underlying transport mechanism
can convey. Figure 2 shows the performance breakdown at
the choke point of a single packet screen. The packet screen
connects two 100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet networks.

The number of packets sent and received is shown for a
unidirectional UDP stream. The plots summarize the packet
throughput of a direct connection through a single packet
screen. The freely available toolip-filter 1, modified
to remove its caching mechanism to remember the action
(drop or forward) associated with the previously filtered
packet, provides the filter functionality. In disabling the
caching, the worst case scenario is simulated: arbitrary net-
work traffic where no two consecutive packets have equal
attributes which would allow a cached decision to be of use.

The source and destination (Sun Ultra II workstations)
are able to send and receive (snd = rcv H2H ) a maxi-
mum of 34676 packets (message size of 16 byte) per sec-
ond if there were no packet screens between them while
the packet screen (a Sun Ultra I) limits the throughput to
12635 packets (rcv, 0 FR ), i.e. 36%. This situation is
exacerbated by increasing the number of filter rules to be
applied to each packet. A humble ten filter rules (FR) re-
duce the throughput to 31% (rcv, 10 FR ), a much more
realistic hundred filter rules (rcv, 100 FR ) reduces the
total throughput to 3333 packets/s. This is less than 10% of
the original capacity available to the source and destination
hosts when communicating directly. In real environments, a
caching mechanism (see above) will, to some degree, com-
pensate for the reduced performance due to a large number
of filter rules. It is therefore important to increase the filter
system’s underlying capacity to forward (i.e. process) pack-
ets in order to compensate for the bottlenecks described.

3. Parallel Packet Processing

The prementioned discussion shows there is a need for
fast packet screens tailored to HSN. Employing faster pro-
cessors for packet screening does not scale satisfactorily.
Every ‘single universal-processor’ based approach will,
eventually, become a bottleneck for a fast scaling high speed

1available athttp://coombs.anu.edu.au/ipfilter/
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Figure 2. Performance of a Packet Screen

network. On the other hand it is doubtful if a special hard-
ware solution (e.g., a ‘Packet Screen ASIC’, [9]) is flexible
enough to meet future security requirements2. This paper
recommends a much more flexible and scalable approach
to increasing the total filtered packet throughput: parallel
processing. This section shows how ‘off–the–shelf’ compo-
nents, such as the workstations used for the tests described,
may successfully be employed in parallel packet processing
(see section 3.1).

Two important problems are addressed. First, the
packet stream must be distributed among the parallel packet
screens. This process must be very efficient in order to
avoid creating a new bottleneck. Second, the problem of
how to distribute the load among the processors involved
(workstations) constituting the parallel packet screen is to
be solved. Section 3.3 discusses several alternatives of an
algorithm which provides this functionality.

3.1. Packet Parallelism

There are many methods of distributing the load among
a number of processors3 [8]. Two basic approaches can be
taken, in order to speed up processing. First, the protocol
stack of the workstation can be parallelized [10] and, sec-
ond, incoming packets can be processed simultaneously [5].
The latter approach is often called aspacket parallelismand
fits well to the construction of the parallel packet screens
described herein:

� All packets can be processed independently because
the sequence of arriving packets needs not be pre-

2The adaption to new security flaws is very expensive if special pur-
pose hardware is employed. On the other hand, software filters are easy to
upgrade.

3The termprocessorandworkstationare used interchangeably. As sin-
gle processor workstations are employed in the tests, parallel processing
requires at least two processors/workstations.



served, as IP may deliver them in any order. Further-
more, there is no need to store information pertaining
to the packet’s connection context unless ‘dynamic fil-
ter rule’ or ‘context sensitive packet screen’ technolo-
gies are required. In this case the inter-packet depen-
dencies are likely to impose constraints on the process
of packet distribution among the processors. Should
dynamic filter rules be employed the processors may
be required to exchange status information.

� Only small changes to the code of existing packet
screen software are necessary. As all workstations
make use of the same code4, the only additional func-
tion needed is an algorithm to balance the packet load
among the parallel workstations (see section 3.3).

� A very fine granularity of activity can be achieved,
simply because each component in the parallel packet
screen can process packets from any connection. Even
the throughput of one single TCP-connection can be
increased, since packets can be distributed among the
processors.

3.2. Packet Distribution

The system shown in figure 1 can be extended to include
more than one workstation for screening. An example uti-
lizing three workstations which process arriving packets in
parallel is shown in figure 3. The Ethernet hubs shown are
required to propagate incoming packets to the workstations.
Hubs (multi-port repeaters) usually forward all incoming
packets from all interfaces (ports) to all other interfaces.
This means that distribution (forwarding) of the incoming
packets to the workstations is completely transparent. Since
all packets are forwarded to every port on the hub, there is
no need to explicitly address the packet screen components.
This is a useful feature, as it means that the packet screen
can, to a large extent, be hidden (if so desired). One ad-
vantage of this feature is that an ‘invisible’ packet screen is
more difficult to attack.

3.3. Distributed Packet Selection

The employment of hubs as shown allows the packets
to be distributed to all attached packet screen components.
In order to increase the packet throughput, the packet load
should be shared by all processors. To this end, the packets
to be processed are selected by each processor, all others are
discarded.

The packet selection algorithm5 must fulfill a number of
requirements:

4This is usually a kind of filter software which is compiled into the
kernel or loaded at run time in the form of a ‘loadable module’.

5The selection algorithm is not responsible for filtering/screening.
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1. The algorithm should not be centralized. Should a sin-
gle entity be responsible for selecting and forwarding
the packets, it may become a bottleneck for total sys-
tem throughput. A distributed algorithm can, on the
other hand, increase total system reliability, as no sin-
gle point exists which can lower system performance
(or indeed bring it to a standstill).

2. The algorithm should be independent of the number
of processors. It should allow the system to be scaled
so that the number of processors may be increased in
order to adapt the packet screen to faster networks or
more complex screening operations.

3. The algorithm should be fast. The additional overhead
due to packet selection should be minimized: the se-
lection time (Td) should be very short in comparison
with the screening time (Tt):W

packets: Td � Tt

4. The algorithm should map each incoming packet to ex-
actly one processor, each packet will therefore be pro-
cessed only once. This behavior is required, firstly for
efficiency, and, secondly, in order not to forward dupli-
cate packets or to drop packets in the selection process.

5. The algorithm should evenly distribute the packets
among the processors. All processors experience the
same level of utilization.

Hash-Function for Packet Selection
A hash-function usually provides a fast scalable technique
to map input symbols onto a chosen range of values. A very
simple, fast hash function (requirement 3) can therefore be
used to map the incoming IP packets onto their respective
processors. In order to select a single processor for each
packet (requirement 4), the hash function must map input
symbols onto a range of processor identifications (see be-
low).

The input symbols of the hash function must be present
in the packets arriving for selection. Each packet screen can



thus apply the algorithm to the packets in order to match re-
quirement (1). The packets contain a variety of information
which can be used for the hash calculation:

IP address The major drawback of using the datagram
source and/or destination address in the hash calcu-
lation is that all packets with the same address (ei-
ther sender or recipient) are mapped onto the same
workstation / processor. Should there be only one high
bandwidth connection, the mapping would cause a sys-
tem bottleneck. On the other hand, some ‘stateful
packet screens’ could require all datagrams from a host
be processed by a single processor in order for context
sensitive screening to be possible. In this case, the par-
allelism could be increased by including port numbers
in the hash calculation.

IP identification This value is required to be unique for
each unique datagram and is usually incremented as
each datagram is sent by the IP host. The value is a
good choice for distributing the datagrams among par-
allel facilities: even the packets of a single connection
can be processed in parallel.

IP header checksumAll IP hosts calculate a checksum for
the complete IP header information (for calculation the
checksum field itself is assumed to be zero).

The major drawback of all the IP header values discussed
above is that the values cannot be used for non-IP-packets
(e.g., ARP packets or packets of other protocol suites).
Therefore the following values may also be used:

Frame checksum If information about the underlying net-
work layer (layer two) protocol is available, values
contained within its structure can be used. Should the
underlying network be, for example, Fast Ethernet, the
frame checksum can be employed in the hash calcula-
tion. Indeed the use of the frame checksum is applica-
ble to all protocol suites being of practical relevance.
Moreover, similar units can be selected for other frame
types (e.g. the ‘Frame Check Sequence’ of an FDDI
frame).

Combinations It is also possible to use a combination of
the values discussed above. Indeed, in some cases it
may even be necessary to combine IP addresses with
port numbers.

As the objective of the hash process is to obtain an even
distribution of packet processing among the packet
screen components, increasing the number of input
symbols (hash calculation values) may produce a more
even distribution.

Algorithm for Packet Selection
Packet selection may be summarized as follows:

1. All parallel processors (packet screen withn proces-
sors) are enumerated from0; � � � ; n� 1 to identify the
processors.

2. Hubs propagate the incoming packets to all processors.

3. All processors perform the hashing based on a pre-
defined set of packet information6 in order to map
each incoming packet to a number within the range of
0; � � � ; n� 1.

4. The processor whose ID matches the mapping of the
hash function is responsible for screening the packet.

5. All other processors (which IDs do not match the hash
result) discard the packet.

4. Prototype Implementation

This section discusses a prototype implementation based
on the public domain softwareip-filter , which is avail-
able for most UNIX systems.

A first approach is to use the IP-packet checksum mod-
ulo number of processors to select which packet screen
component should process the packet. Further research
may be required to find more appropriate hash functions for
packet selection.

For best performance, we have implemented the packet
selection algorithm within the Fast Ethernet device driver.
Of course it is also possible to implement the algorithm as
part of the filter functions, but changing the device driver
permits to discard non-selected packets as fast as possible
(e.g., before sending them upstream to the ip-filter module).

Next to IP packets, there are two other packet types in
the TCP/IP protocol suite7 which are transported in Ether-
net frames. These are ‘Address Resolution Protocol’ (ARP)
and ‘Reverse Address Resolution Protocol’ (RARP) pack-
ets [6]. As the mainstream IP packet selection should not
be disrupted, a value which starts at the same frame offset
as the IP checksum in Ethernet frames, is used to distribute
ARP and RARP packets. At this offset a frame contains
the third and fourth bytes of the (R)ARP packet’s Ethernet
sender address.

5. Performance of the Parallel Packet Screen

This section discusses both the empirical as well as the
analytical results for the packet throughput and the gainable

6The prototype uses the checksum of the IP-packet modulo the total
number of processors as a hash function (see section 4).

7Only the TCP/IP protocol suite is discussed: other suites require addi-
tional / other checks.



speedup due to parallel processing. All plots (figures 2 and
4) show confidence intervals for a 99% confidence level.

5.1. Empirical Results

Figure 4 shows the performance of parallel packet
screens with two to four processors. Sender, receiver, and
packet screen are connected to a Fast Ethernet at 100 Mbit/s.
Thesnd plot shows the unidirectional load of packets dis-
patched from the sender in datagrams/s. Thercv plots
show the number of packets received at the destination af-
ter passing through a (parallel) packet screen withWSpro-
cessors (workstations). A single packet screen is able to
forward about12700 packets/s, which still suffices to reach
the maximum possible packet throughput of a Fast Ethernet
for packet sizes larger than896 bytes.
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Figure 4. Performance of Parallel Packet
Screen based on Fast Ethernet Hubs

A two WSpacket screen is capable of processing about
22000 packets/s. As can be seen in figure 4, this throughput
is sufficient to convey the full workload of a Fast Ethernet
for packet sizes larger than512 bytes. ThreeWSare able to
forward about30000 packets/s and fourWSseem to be able
to cope with the load offered for almost all packet sizes8.

The small message sizes (16 to 256) almost have no in-
fluence on the throughput. The increase in packet through-
put gained by parallel processing for small message sizes is
listed in table 1. The value of2:95 for a 4WSis calculated
from figure 6 since at least two simultaneous senders were
required to offer an adequate load.

8Thesnd plot and thercv (4WS) plot overlap in almost all points.
The lower throughput for messages with384 bytes is reproducible but not
yet analyzed.

Processors Speedup

1 1

2 1.82

3 2.3989

4 2.9557 (see figure 6)

Table 1: Speedup of Parallel Packet Screen

On the one hand, the increase in processing capability is
not linear, as all workstations must perform selection tasks
on all arriving packets. This is the limiting factor for high
parallel setups (see analysis below). On the other hand, the
increase is adequate so that the load presented by fast ‘state
of the art’ workstations can be coped with.

5.2. Analytical Results

In order to predict the gainable speedup due to paral-
lel processing it is necessary to make some assumptions.
First of all, it is assumed that the algorithm discussed in
section 3.3 will result in an evenly distributed packet load
among alln processors. This is true for the lab setup but
may not be true in some special environments. Second,
all the processors are of the same kind. Once again this is
true for the lab setup but in real world environments differ-
ent kinds of machines may be used for parallel processing.
These two assumptions result in a balanced load among all
processors, e.i., the observable utilization of all processors
is the same.

Making these assumptions there is a probability ofPI =
1=n that any of then parallel processors (I) select an in-
coming packet, and a probability ofPI = 1 � 1=n that a
processor will discard an arbitrary packet. This in turn im-
plies that for every filtered packet (service timeBfil) an
average ofn selection operations (service timeBsel) is nec-
essary.

Thus the maximum packet throughput of asingle pro-
cessor(PmaxI) with respect ton parallel instances is:

PmaxI(n) � n �Bsel + PmaxI(n) �Bfil = U = 1

PmaxI(n) =
1

nBsel +Bfil

(1)

U denotes the utilization of the processor. The overall
packet throughput ofall n processorsis therefore:

Pmaxn(n) = PmaxI(n) � n =
n

nBsel +Bfil

(2)

Finally the gainable speedup (G(n)) is denoted by

G(n) =
Pmaxn(n)

PmaxI(1)
=

n(Bsel +Bfil)

nBsel +Bfil

(3)



G(n) =
Bsel +Bfil

Bsel + (1=n)Bfil

with an upper limit (theoretical max. speedup) of

lim
n!1

G(n) =
Bsel +Bfil

Bsel

(4)

Based on the empirical results from section 5.1Bsel and
Bfil are calculated for packets with32 bytes9 message size
(user data) and a total number of zero filter rules10:

Bsel � 9; 29420E�6
s

P

Bfil � 6; 96224E�5
s

P
(5)

By using these values in equation 3 the theoretical speedup
with respect ton is calculated in table 2:

ProcessorsSpeedup

*1 1

2 1,7893

3 2,4281

*4 2,9557

5 3,3988

6 3,7763

Table 2: Theoretical Speedup

The values for one and four processors (marked with a *)
have been used to calibrate equation 3. Thus the calculated
speedup matches the empirical value of table 1. The values
for two and three processors can be used to verify the ana-
lytical results. Notice that the difference between empirical
and calculated speedup is less than 2% for two and three
processors.

So the calculated speedup is comparable to the empirical
results (see table 1). Thus equation 3 can be used to predict
the gainable speedup for more than four processors. E.g.,
it is possible to increase the throughput to 378% by using
6 instances which is sufficient to catch up with the theoret-
ical throughput of a Fast Ethernet (100 Mbit/s) for packet
sizes larger than200 byte of user data as there is almost no
dependence on the packet size.

Equation 4 provides a value of� 8; 49 as the maximum
speedup for this setup. On the other hand it is quite obvious

9This is an example. Other message sizes could have been used as well.
10packet forwarding only, no screening, unit of measurement is sec-

onds/packet

that parallel processing works even better for setups with
Bsel � Bfil, e.g. by increasing the number of filter rules.

As a rule of thumb: the more filter rules the better the
speedup due to parallel processing.

6. Switched based Approach

The major drawback of the solution presented above, is
that of the half duplex mode of the hubs employed. Hubs
implement a shared segment and all connected worksta-
tions compete with each other for the available bandwidth.
In conditions of heavy network load, this means that the
number of collisions on the Ethernet will increase dramat-
ically. Figure 5 shows the performance degradation orig-
inating from collisions in two networks where a sender in
each network sends datagrams to a recipient in the other
network via a fourWSpacket screen. The senders and re-
cipients are all distinct machines and both datagram streams
are sent simultaneously. The plots show the sums of indi-
vidual throughputs for both senders and recipients. Even
though the packet screen is able to filter about 37500 pack-
ets/s, many packets (medium to large sizes) are lost due to
the massive collision rate at the hubs. For packet sizes of
256 to 576 there is a dramatic throughput decrease which
is bigger than expected. Even though increasing the size of
the packets eases the situation somewhat, the effect of colli-
sions is still visible. The number of packets received never
equals the number sent.
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Figure 5. Bidirectional Packet Load and Ef-
fects of Collisions

In addition, most modern networks are moving from
shared to switched media. If two fully switched fast Eth-
ernet’s are joined by a parallel packet screen based on hubs,
the total bandwidth of 200 Mbit/s (full duplex) is reduced
to at most 100 Mbit/s.

This section describes an extension to the parallel packet



screen approach allowing the use of switches to effect
packet distribution. As switches support full duplex mode,
the packet screen can also be driven at full duplex mode.
Switches usually forward datagrams from one interface to
exactly one other interface, a method is therefore needed
which facilitates the forwarding of datagrams from one net-
work to all workstations in the parallel packet screen.

The switch based approach suggested uses multicast ad-
dresses, whereby all workstations constituting the parallel
packet screen are configured to receive packets for a special
multicast address. Switch interfaces connected to one of the
packet screen workstations are thus merged into a multicast
group. The workstations are configured to reply to ARP
queries for this multicast address. Furthermore, all work-
stations constituting the packet screen are configured with
the same IP address.

A host from either network wanting to send datagrams
to the other network looks up its configuration and receives
the IP address of the packet screen which is the next hop ad-
dress (router). The Ethernet address is received via an ARP
query broadcast to any workstation attached to the switch.
One of the packet screen workstations will select the packet
as described above (section 3.3). Since the queried IP ad-
dress is statically bound to the multicast Ethernet address,
the packet screen will respond with this multicast address
(see [6]). The host thus receives (‘learns’) the multicast ad-
dress as the physical address of the next router.

Whenever the host sends datagrams containing the mul-
ticast address, the switch forwards the datagrams to all at-
tached packet screen workstations, because they have been
joined together to form a multicast group. This setup allows
the use of the network (switches) to distribute the load while
permitting it to be used in full duplex mode.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the switched based
approach. The maximum packet throughput (about 37500
packets/s) stays the same since the filtering devices have not
changed. Since no collisions occur the throughput stays al-
most constant until the number of packets received equals
the number of packets sent (sizes� 640 bytes). The maxi-
mum throughput is reached for1472 byte messages at189
Mbit/s.

The results demonstrate that the parallel packet screen
approach is well suited to the switched network architec-
ture.

7. Reliability

As shown it is possible to increase the packet through-
put of a packet screen by parallel processing. On the other
hand the failure probability also increases unless additional
mechanisms are deployed. As a very simple failure model,
it is assumed that a processor either works well or is subject
to a “crash” failure [2], e.g., the workstation goes offline
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and is no longer able to process any packets.
This model is known as a “n of n system” where all of

then components (processors) must be alive. If one of the
n processors fails, approximately everynth packet is dis-
carded (see section 5.2). This results in a systematic packet
loss.

UsuallyXi indicates whether a componenti of a system
S is defect or intact:

Xi(t) =

�
0; if componenti is intact at timet
1; if componenti is defect at timet

(6)

If there is for example a probability of survival of 85%
for a single processor packet screen after a certain timet >
t0, that is (P (X(t) = 0) = 85%), then the probability of
survival of a parallel packet screen that is composed ofn
equal components is [7]:

Anofn(t) =

nY
i=1

P (Xi(t) = 0) (7)

Anofn(t) = (P (Xi(t) = 0))n

If we deploy four processors the probability of survival after
the same timet decreases from85% to0:854 � 52%!

As a rule of thumb: the more parallel processors the
lower the survival probability. Thus the more parallel pro-
cessors the shorter the time to repair.

After a crash a systematic packet loss occurs. As about
everynth packet is lost the packet throughput after a crash
(Pcrash) decreases to:

Pcrash(n) = Pmaxn(n)�
Pmaxn(n)

n
= Pmaxn(n)(1�

1

n
)

(8)
This behavior is undesirable although higher level pro-

tocols such as TCP may be able to overcome this problem.
Ongoing work focuses on a more general approach.



By sending periodic “heart beat” signals the processors
can monitor each other. If a crash is detected by any of the
other processors, the remaining workstations can reconfig-
ure themselves to the new number of available processors.
After a short reconfiguration systematic packet losses are
no longer visible. Each of then parallel processors acts as
a functional/active redundancy for all other processors. By
using this algorithm it is possible to increase the availability
of the parallel packet screen.

Moreover, the performance is also increased by the re-
configuration. After the reconfiguration the throughput is
reduced fromPmaxn(n) toPmaxn(n� 1). This is still a
better value thanPcrash(n):

Pmaxn(n� 1) > Pcrash(n) (9)

(n� 1)

(n� 1)Bsel +Bfil

>
n

nBsel +Bfil

�
1

nBsel +Bfil

n� 1

(n� 1)Bsel +Bfil

>
n� 1

nBsel +Bfil

; n � 2

Equation 9 shows that reconfiguration is also important to
increase the throughput after the crash of a processor. This
result is independent of the number of processors (n). Af-
ter repairing and reintegrating the crashed processor into the
parallel setup another reconfiguration can restore the maxi-
mum packet throughput toPmaxn(n).

8. Conclusion

This paper discusses the need for a scalable high speed
packet screen capable of filtering packets in high speed net-
works. Parallel processing is used to increase the through-
put of the packet screen. The use of hubs and switches to
distribute the load over a number of parallel filtering de-
vices allows highly scalable parallel packet filter devices to
be constructed using ‘off–the–shelf’ components.

Performance measurements show a significant improve-
ment in packet processing performance, which allows se-
cure high speed networks to be built. This technique should
be combined with mechanisms to speed up proxies on bas-
tion hosts in order to build more sophisticated high speed
firewalls [4]. Moreover, ongoing work shows that the under-
lying algorithm (see section 3.3) is also applicable to speed
up network monitors and encryption/decryption boxes for
virtual private networks.

While performance can be improved using the paral-
lel processing architecture, the method set out above does
have a drawback: an associated increased failure probabil-
ity. Measurements show that a fail-stop breakdown of one
device significantly reduces the throughput of TCP connec-
tions. This behavior is due to the loss of data packets and
acknowledgments: the distributed selection of packets is not
self stabilizing. Ongoing work is directed towards group

management protocols [3] for status exchange and fault de-
tection (see section 7) with the objective of increasing both
performance and availability by parallel processing.
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